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(PLEASE CIRCULATE TO ALL MEMBERS/OFFICERS)

Dear comrades,

ATTACK ON TRADE UNION RIGHTS

�UNWARRANTED PROVOCATIONS �

STORY OF THUNDEROUS SUCCESS OF

20TH AND 21ST STRIKE IN SYNDICATE BANK

Member's attention is drawn to the cordial Industrial relations which prevailed in Syndicate Bank over

the years. Syndicate Bank one of the largest Public Sector Banks and a flagship Institution in our country,

represents one Bank among the peer Banks in the entire Public Sector Banking, having a manpower

of more than 26000. In terms of size, volume of business and number of workforce, it was in the 7th

position, aiming to be among the top 5 Indian Banks. It is expected that HR/IR in such an Institution

should be a model for others to follow. However we are constrained to observe that the relations have

been fast deteriorating in the Bank, which is causing anguish and concern.

SBOA being the sole bargaining organization with the Management, has a rich history of having its

independent, apolitical militant status representing more than 95% of the Officer community in the Bank.

SBOA is now on the threshold of completing 40 years in its long journey, converging conviction,

commitment and dedication to the cause of Syndicate Bank, its Officer community and to the people

of the nation as a whole. We are wedded to Syndicate Bank from the start of our career in the bank

till our retirement. In Bank's growth, we find our prosperity. When the Flag of Syndicate Bank is hoisted

higher, SBOA flag is also hoisted higher.

Yes, it is our slogan �Nation first, Institution next and the individual last�.

THE PRESENT

Our present CMD coming from Bank of Maharashtra, a mid-sized Bank, took charge of our Bank on

1st of March, 2012. There was just one Joint Meeting between SBOA and the Management, though

it is a practice to have two in a year. In that Joint Meeting we were assured that the outstanding issues

would be looked into. Among others the following issues were to be resolved in a time bound manner.

- Enhancement of Quarters rent to mitigate the huge pocket outflow from the Officers in the Bank

in comparison to peer Banks.

- Hike in a) Entertainment allowance b) Cleaning material and c) Petrol re-imbursement.

- Payment of out of pocket expenses to local officers nominated for training programmes, deputed

for field duties like recovery, attending to court work, deposit mobilization work etc.

There has been no real progress in addressing these issues even though the Joint Meeting was held in

August, 2012. Besides, the regular half yearly Joint Meeting is yet to find the light of the day though

a request was directly made to our CMD on 8th February, 2013 itself.
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STRIKE - A TOTAL SUCCESS

On the eve of 2 days strike on 20th and 21st February by the Central Trade Unions and UFBU among

others, including the issue of introducing 5 day Banking, amendment to Banking Regulation Act, wage

settlement etc., against the aspirations amongst young Officers, during the era of Internet banking and

social media network, the actions of our Bank Management have come as a rude shock. No other Bank

resorted to such steps which was an unfriendly defeatist retrograde approach towards voluntary massive

strike participation even with the wage deduction.

Many Executives from the administrative Offices, even in the AGM cadre were given easy TA/DA etc.

by deputing them to far flung Scale I, II and III headed branches, not to do any business on the days

of the strike but just to open the premises so as to present a rosy picture of minimum strike impact to

the Ministry, may be to win self accolades and for certain other obvious reasons. It is high time we look

forward to peer banks to emulate their success stories rather than looking backwards at smaller banks.

People come and go as we have seen in the past, but the institutions like Syndicate Bank and Syndicate

Bank Officers� Association shall remain weathering all the storms.

Kudos to the valiant comrades of SBOA. Notwithstanding the threats and intimidatory tactics, you have

done it again. The report is that the strike was a total success. Yes, you have braved it, braved all the

odds for a cause - Cause of protecting the trade union rights for a better future of the working class.

In a war, causalities/injuries are inevitable. We have come the hard way. Let us march on. Against this

escalated oppression, it is an year for all of us to celebrate the coming May Day in a better way.

The Management issued show cause letters to its Officers / employees threatening disciplinary action for

the participation in the strike by the Probationary Officers / Clerks, Officers in Scale IV etc. How

disappointing it is, to find it happening in our Bank, when with our blurred vision on new generation

recruitment process we could hardly recruit about 400 officers against the declared vacancies of 1750

and the consequent acute shortage of officers with mounting disciplinary and vigilance actions. What

a friendly HR approach of Syndicate Bank, vis-a-vis the managements of other peer Banks towards these

new generation officers and clerks! This is even glaring when in the Parliament, members were assured

that the Act will not be used to curtail the legitimate trade union rights. During the negotiations with

UFBU on 18th February, 2013, the committee of Ministers assured that the matter of such nature will

be taken up with Bank Managements by the Government against any such acts of intimidation.

Your General Secretary being your representative on the Board of Syndicate Bank, brought up this matter

for deliberations on 6th March, 2013 at Bangalore for the purpose of building trust and giving thrust

towards an improved Industrial Relationship in the Bank, in response to the show cause notices issued

for participation in the strike and in the wake of grounded decision making machinery in the Bank.

Comrades, UFBU in its meeting took stock of the situation and noted these intimidatory tactics and

vindictive attacks. The meeting further decided to draw the attention of IBA and Government if the

provocations are continued and even move the entire UFBU, if the need arises.

 We Shall, and We Will protect our Rights, the hard earned rights for our posterity.

 Long live Syndicate Bank, Long live SBOA and long live Officers' Unity.

WAGE REVISION - DISCUSSIONS WITH IBA

Further to submission of Charter of Demands by UFBU, a preliminary round of discussions took place

on 22.02.2013 between IBA and UFBU, the very next day of the industrial strike. Both the sides agreed

that the negotiations should be expedited and concluded in a time bound manner. IBA informed that

the Negotiating Committee will be headed by Mr. T M Bhasin, CMD-Indian Bank, the Vice Chairman

of IBA. UFBU pointed out that simultaneous to the discussions on the Charter of Demands, the IBA

should also take efforts to resolve the pending issues like Compassionate appointment scheme, coverage

of remaining employees / officers under pension option scheme, Improvement in Family Pension,

Updation of Pension etc. Though it was decided that the next round of talks would be held on 4th March,

2013, the same did not take place due to certain unavoidable circumstances. The next date of meeting

is not yet finalized.
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It shall be the endeavor of UFBU to expedite the discussions and strike a fair deal. We call upon our

members to remain united and be in readiness to all the calls of UFBU to achieve our demands to our

satisfaction.

SBOA - CONTRIBUTION TO INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

In the small committee meeting which took place at Manipal on 26.02.2012, the Bank has accepted

the suggestion of SBOA to treat the Inter Region/State transfer term of lady Officers as 2 years which

has now been cleared by the Board on 6th March, 2013, a contribution of SBOA to lady comrades

on the occasion of International Women's Day. SBOA urges upon the Bank Management for immediate

granting of sabbatical leave to women employees in terms of guidelines of Ministry of Finance. SBOA

also wishes all success to the AIBOC women's wing in their endeavor.

PROMOTION POLICY - MANDATORY RURAL / SEMI - URBAN SERVICE

SBOA has already taken up these issues with AIBOC and AINBOF in the recent meetings which took

place in Mumbai and Pune respectively and they in turn have already taken up the issue with IBA. The

issue has also been taken up with our Management and after having deliberations in Bank's Board,

suggestions have been given to the Ministry with particular reference to the following:

i) Reducing the minimum APAR requirement to 60% and removal of retrospective eligibility criteria

ii) Requirement of Rural/Semi-urban service to be made post promotion

ISSUES RAISED BY AIBOC -

RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNMENT BY IBA

i) Government to permit Banks to embark 3% of net profit towards staff welfare measures doing away

with the present monetary ceiling.

ii) Improvement in staff housing loan scheme:

a) Quantum increase to 25/30 lakhs

b) 2nd Housing loan as in case of general public and tax rules

c) Eligibility after 2 years of confirmation

d) Repayment period beyond retirement upto 70 years as available in Syndicate Bank and certain

other Banks.

CLERICAL PROMOTION

When this circular reaches the branches, the promotion results would have been announced. SBOA

congratulates all the successful employees and welcomes them to the Officers fraternity. We request all

of them to enroll as members of SBOA.

Inquilab Zindabad.

With Fighting Greetings.

Comradely Yours,

(D.S.Punja)

General Secretary

SYNDICATE BANK OFFICERS� ASSOCIATION .......................................................... ZINDABAD

ALL INDIA NATIONALISED BANKS OFFICERS� FEDERATION ............................... ZINDABAD

ALL INDIA BANK OFFICERS� CONFEDERATION ...................................................... ZINDABAD

BANK OFFICERS� UNITY ............................................................................................... ZINDABAD

WORKING CLASS UNITY ............................................................................................... ZINDABAD


